
Esports
What are they, who can participate, how do we do this?



What’s the Purpose of esports?

Giving opportunities to 
students that are interested in 
the Electronic Sports Industry



What are esports?
● Organized Video Game Competitions
● $150+ Billion industry employing over 200,000 

high paid workers in the US
● Has more viewers than MLB, NBA, NHL, or MLS 

at 84 Million
● League of Legends was broadcast on ESPN and 

Twitch at 114 Million viewers.



What are the benefits of esports?

● Harness students’ passion for games.
○ Over 75% of HS students already play and love video games - Pew Research Center

● Reach students who are otherwise left behind.
○ 80% of students who play in HS Esports have never participated in extracurriculars. - Dr. Kristy Custer 

(Co-Author of Gaming Concepts Curriculum)

● Increase academic performance.
○ Students who join Esports programs have better attendance and earn better grades. - Data collected from 

students who participated in the Gaming Concepts Curriculum

● Unlock college and career opportunities. 
○ There are hundreds of colleges with esports programs and over $16 million in scholarship money. - 

NACE, TESPA, and other collegiate esports organizations.



What about violent video games?

1. Studies have consistently disproven the notion that violent video games influence violent behavior.
a. Researchers at Oxford Internet Institute of the University of Oxford have found no relationship 

between aggressive behavior in teenagers and the amount of time spent playing violent video 
games.

b. In a study examining video games, family background, and other environmental factors, researchers 
found video game violence is not a meaningful predictor of youth violence and instead support the 
conclusion that family and social variables are more influential factors.

2. Embracing games in a disciplined environment with educator supervision is a more effective strategy 
than fighting students’ natural excitement for popular video games.

3. Schools have the freedom to choose what they participate in as far as game choice. If a school does not 
want to participate in Fortnite then you can still compete in Rocket League, Madden, or NBA2K. Game 
offerings will changed based upon recommendations from the Advisory Board and other suggestions.



Video games just distract from academics

1. On the contrary students that participate in Esports tend to have higher GPAs and 
have better attendance.

2. Compare to other extracurriculars, like band: by channeling students’ natural 
interest into a supervised environment, we can teach leadership, discipline, work 
ethic, collaboration, and other important aspects of social-emotional learning.

3. There is a strong body of evidence that playing games has positive cognitive 
benefits.
a. A Study concluded that expert action video game players had a marked improvement in their 

cognitive functions, motor control, and overall perception - nature.com



What about the perception it’s just playing 
games?

● This would be in a supervised environment
○ Teacher/Coach/Mentor would supervise students on expected behaviors.
○ Student would participate in regular breaks, stretches, hand exercises, and more.
○ Communication would be limited amongst participants.
○ Curriculum will be used, developed, and created for this.

● This would be a competitive setting just like sports
○ Eligibility applies
○ Same rules and regulations as OSSAA sanctioned sports to an extent.

● Training in other areas
○ Broadcasting/Podcasting
○ Marketing/Advertising
○ Streaming/Shoutcasting



What are the games we would teach/coach?

● Fortnite
● Rocket League
● NBA2K
● Madden



What is Fortnite?

● A 3rd person online multiplayer shooter in which 100 players airdrop on to 
an island and try to survive using weapons. The playing area “shrinks” 
constantly and it forces players into encounters with each other until only 
one player or team remains.



Why Fortnite and what about the violence?

● Fortnite is less graphic and gritty compared to ultra-realistic Call of Duty or 
Battlefield in which players are typically in First Person View.

● Fortnite slants more towards cartoony styled violence rather than 
ultra-realistic. Think Looney Tunes (Roadrunner vs Wile Coyote) or Tom & 
Jerry violence, no blood and guts.

● Fortnite is not a military sim game. It is more like Gun Fight (1975), or Duck 
Hunt (1984), or even Big Buck Hunter (2000).

● Fortnite might have guns but when a player is eliminated there aren’t any 
bodies, screams, or blood. They simply vanish.



Fortnite Video Link
https://rb.gy/2ea2ud

https://rb.gy/2ea2ud


What is Rocket League?

● Rocket League is a vehicular 
soccer game.

● Winner and Nominee of over 
150 Best of 2015 Awards.

● Think of it as soccer with 
cars.

● Ultra competitive game that 
requires teamwork.



Rocket League Video Link
https://rb.gy/fx2r88

https://rb.gy/fx2r88


What is NBA2K?

● Basketball Sports 
Simulation Game.

● Developed in 1999
● 1 v 1 Basketball using 

current or legendary 
NBA teams.



NBA 2K Video Link
https://rb.gy/ittkl9

https://rb.gy/ittkl9


What is Madden?

● Yearly football installment
● American Football Simulator
● 1 v 1 with Current NFL, 

Fantasy NFL, and Legendary 
NFL teams.



Madden Video Link
https://rb.gy/jadoxj

https://rb.gy/jadoxj


Why do we want to do this?

● Opportunities
○ We want to provide our students another gateway into high paying careers, jobs, or 

experiences that they might not have elsewhere.

● Supervised
○ We want to maintain a supervised environment that is safe for our students so that they 

can get a “true” learning experience from this opportunity.

● College
○ Students that want to pursue video game design, esports, broadcasting, or other 

technological jobs can benefit from this program tremendously.

● For The Kids
○ This program is to help offer other activities for our students to get involved in many ways.


